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SUMMARY
In this thesis, two problems involving the macroscopic ordering of coupled nonlinear
elements are studied. The first problem involves analyzing a synchronizing transition in
a population of coupled oscillators. Synchronization of the oscillators in this model cor-
responds to coherent propagation of solitary waves in a nonlinear Schrödinger equation.
The second problem concerns the elimination of chaotic fibrillatory dynamics in excitable
cardiac tissue. In the fibrillatory state, reentrant spiral waves of electrical activity entrain
the excitable cells and interrupt the healthy heart rhythm. By appealing to the topological
structure of excitable dynamics, conditions are derived for the stimulated elimination of
spiral waves and associated fibrillation. Insights from this topological framework are then





Oscillatory [1] and excitable [2] media are classic examples of systems in which emergent
behavior arises from the interactions between individual nonlinear elements. In oscillatory
systems, individual elements exhibit persistent periodic behavior the timing of which is in-
fluenced by its coupled neighbors. In excitable systems, elements undergo large cycles of
activation but eventually return to a stationary rest state. However, neighboring activations
can cause them to reexcite. Significant theoretical progress has been made for both oscilla-
tory and excitable systems by appealing to differences in time scales [3, 4, 5]. Oscillators
tend to rapidly approach their natural limit cycles with only the overall phase of oscillation
perturbed by neighboring elements. Similarly, excitable systems contain a pair of slow
manifolds which the system can rapidly jump between. Depending on the details of the
interactions between elements, macroscopic behavior in both system types can range from
disordered to ordered; in applications, typically one or the other is desired. In this thesis,
two problems of this nature are discussed. In the first, the generation of nonlinear optical
waves is explored in an underlying phase model. Synchronization of the oscillators in this
model is a necessary condition for stable wave propagation. The second problem concerns
the persistence of irregular electrical activation in excitable cardiac tissue. The disordered
fibrillating state is characterized by emergent topological defects known as spiral waves.
Spiral waves provide sustained periodic activation in the otherwise nonoscillatory medium
and must be eliminated to reestablish a healthy rhythm.
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1.2 Background
1.2.1 Phase reduction, coupled oscillators, and synchronization
Mathematically, an oscillator is simply any system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
that supports a stable limit cycle. A periodic phase can be assigned to the limit cycle to track
its periodic progression [6]. When an oscillator is perturbed (e.g. by coupling), it becomes
displaced from its limit cycle and phase is no longer sufficient to describe the system’s
state. However, if the system converges sufficiently quickly back to the limit cycle (i.e.
the leading Floquet multiplier is small), the effect of the perturbation can be approximated
as merely shifting the oscillator’s phase. The rigorous application of this approximation is
known as phase reduction; it reduces the dynamics of the original N -dimensional ODE to
a one-dimensional problem solely in terms of phase evolution [1]. The key ingredient to
this theory is the phase response function, which gives the approximate phase shift due to
perturbation at every possible phase [6].
One of the most successful applications of phase reduction theory is systems of coupled
oscillators. When nearly identical oscillators are coupled globally, sufficiently strong inter-
action often leads to macroscopic synchronization. In the synchronized state, every oscilla-
tor proceeds with almost identical phase [1]. The most famous system demonstrating such
a synchronizing transition is the exactly solvable Kuramoto model [7]. Synchronization is
highly desirable in certain engineered systems for which cooperation is required between
many components. For example, synchronization in Josephson junction arrays allows for
high-power, high-frequency signal output [8]. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, a reduced phase
model of nonlinear wave generation is shown to undergo a synchronizing transition which
allows for coherent wave propagation in the original problem. This model shares many
structural properties with the Kuramoto model, but has a unique ternary coupling between
oscillators.
In biological contexts, oscillatory and excitable elements often interact via diffusive (or
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nearest neighbor) coupling as opposed to global (or all-to-all) coupling [2, 1]. Without
instantaneous coupling across all elements, oscillator synchronization is no longer possi-
ble. However, an emergent type of coherence is still possible in the form of propagating
phase waves. The complex spatiotemporal dynamics of diffusive oscillatory media can be
understood quite naturally in terms of individual oscillator phase and phase reduction the-
ory [1]. This is true even for the case of spiral waves, in which a phase singularity near
the center of rotation necessarily violates the phase representation [9]. As we shall discuss
next, excitable media is much more subtle to characterize because it lacks an intrinsic local
representation such as phase.
1.2.2 Excitable media, spiral waves, and cardiac dynamics
In isolation, excitable elements merely tend to their stable rest state. If perturbed beyond
a threshold, they may become temporarily activated, leading to a large, rapid transient re-
sponse before ultimately approaching a stable fixed point. Excitable ODE systems typically
have an explicit time scaling parameter ε that ensures one variable evolves much faster than
the others [10]. Planar systems in particular have a single fast variable and slow variable,
respectively. In the singular limit of vanishing ε, the fast variable becomes entrained to the
slow variable except during drastic jumps characterizing activation or deactivation [3].
When many excitable elements are coupled in a spatially extended continuum known
as an excitable medium, a plethora of emergent behaviors are made possible [2]. The
simplest coupled behavior is the propagation of waves, in which excitation spreads from
element to element at a constant velocity. An exceedingly important emergent property
of such propagation is the notion of refractoriness. Elements in the rest state are readily
excited by their neighbors. Upon activation, however, there is a finite time before the
element may reactivate. This refractory period is necessary for unidirectional propagation
and allows for differentiation between wave front and wave back. Refractoriness can be
made mathematically precise by once again considering the limit of vanishing ε. Standard
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singular perturbation theory then shows that the velocity of an excited front is set by the
slow variable [3]. If the slow variable is sufficiently far from its rest value, the resulting
front’s velocity will be negative; this results in a contracting rather than expanding front,
and no resulting propagation. Refractoriness can thus be defined in terms of the value of the
slow variable, and in general the state of an excitable element may be classified as excited,
refractory, or resting. It is important to note, however, that this classification is strictly
emergent, and isolated elements cannot rigorously be described this way.
Under ordinary conditions, linearly propagating excitation waves are transient. When
they extinguish at a domain boundary, the medium will return to the rest state until reac-
tivated by an external stimulus. However, a persistent excitation wave can form when an
excited front of a wave meets a refractory back [9]. This ouroboric configuration is known
as a spiral wave and continually emits radial excitation waves in a spiral pattern as it ro-
tates around the excited-refractory intersection at its core [2]. Spiral waves are a form of
topological defect and as such have strong constraints on how they can form or dissipate.
Once formed, a spiral wave will invade the entire excitable domain and induce periodic ex-
citation in every element. This periodic behavior is starkly different than that of oscillatory
media, in which the oscillation is intrinsic to the individual elements themselves. Never-
theless, spiral waves in excitable media can appear virtually indistinguishable from spirals
in oscillatory media.
One of the most studied examples of a real excitable medium is cardiac tissue in the
myocardium. Regular contraction of the heart is induced by waves of electrical activation
in the underlying cardiac cells [11]. These waves are stimulated by oscillatory pacemaker
cells in the sinoatrial node that dictate the frequency of activation. Deadly arrythmias can
arise in the heart as a result of pathological configurations in the excitable medium. Fib-
rillation, in which the heart rapidly contracts in an irregular, incoherent fashion, has been
increasingly linked to the presence of reentrant spiral waves [12, 13]. Once formed, spiral
waves interrupt the natural driving rhythm of the pacemaker cells, replacing it with their
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intrinsic rotational frequency. Spiral waves can also undergo instabilities that generate ad-
ditional spiral waves, leading to a rapid runaway process that saturates the medium with
fibrillating disorder [14]. Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis explore methods of terminating
the fibrillating state by eliminating the underlying spiral wave activity responsible. By
appealing to the topological organization of excitable media in terms of excited and refrac-
tory regions, novel defibrillation strategies are proposed which for the first time target the
underlying drivers of complexity directly.
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CHAPTER 2
SYNCHRONIZATION BEHAVIOR IN A TERNARY PHASE MODEL
2.1 Introduction
1 Mode locking, i.e. alignment of laser mode frequencies on an equidistant spectral grid,
has long been known to be a requirement for pulsation in actively and passively mode-
locked lasers [15, 16, 17]. Variants of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) that
admit sharply peaked soliton pulses have successfully been used to model many types of
mode locked lasers [18, 19, 20, 21]. The connection between mode locking (pulsation in
the time domain) and the universal phenomenon of self-synchronization is evidenced by
the alignment and synchronous oscillation of Fourier modes in the frequency domain, see,
e.g., [22, 23, 24]. Recently, this nexus was formally established through a phase model
underlying spontaneous pulse formation in the damped and driven NLSE [25], also called
the Lugiato-Lefever equation (LLE) [26].
Interestingly, this phase model is of a novel type within the realm of self-synchronization
phenomena: the phases interact in triples rather than pairs. The ternary coupling is rooted
in the physics of the nonlinear interaction; specifically, the conservation of energy and mo-
mentum in nonlinear four-wave mixing in optical Kerr resonators. In this Chapter, we treat
the ternary phase model as a stand-alone model worthy of independent investigation from
a nonlinear dynamical perspective. In particular, we explore the transitions to partial and
complete synchronization, and compare the basic phenomenology to that of the Kuramoto
model, the archetype of pairwise-interacting oscillator populations.
The Chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2 we introduce the ternary phase
1Reproduced from N. DeTal, H. Taheri, and K. Wiesenfeld, “Synchronization behavior in a
ternary phase model”, Chaos: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Nonlinear Science 29, 063115 (2019)
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5097237, with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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model and briefly review its relationship to the NLSE. In section 2.3, we present the results
of numerical simulations showing the transition behavior for different choices of disorder,
and compare this with the corresponding behavior of the Kuramoto model. In section 2.4
we construct a “thermodynamic limit” of the model and derive an expression we then use
to calculate the order parameter quantifying synchronization. We end with a discussion of
open questions.
2.2 Background







sin(∆l + ∆j−l −∆j), ; j = 1, 2, . . . , N (2.1)
where ∆j is the phase of the jth oscillator, and K is the coupling constant. By definition,
∆−j = −∆j . The equation bears some resemblance to the Kuramoto model [7]. We briefly
review how Equation 2.1 comes about; full technical details can be found in Ref. [25].
Equation 2.1 governs the slow dynamics of the LLE in the strongly pumped limit. As
first noted by Wen et al., in this limit, the dynamical evolution of the system proceeds in
three successive steps, which can be captured by a systematic expansion in inverse pow-
ers of the pump amplitude [23]. On the fastest time scale, the pumped mode steady-state
is established. On the intermediate time scale, mode pairs (symmetrically located about
the pump frequency) grow via parametric amplification. Each mode pair evolves inde-
pendently, reaching its steady state amplitude, and simultaneously a partial ordering of its
phases such that φj + φ−j − 2φ0 = 0. (Indices are chosen such that the pump index is
zero.) It is during this intermediate time scale that a dense frequency comb is established;
however, localized/pulsing dynamics emerges only on a still slower time scale, described
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by Equation 2.1, during which the anti-symmetric parts of the phase pairs ∆j = φj − φ−j
interact with each other. In the context of the LLE, ∆j specifies a phase difference between
modes. In this Chapter, we consider the set to be absolute phases of an oscillator popu-
lation. The three-phase coupling of Equation 2.1 is the direct consequence of the cubic
nonlinearity in the underlying wave equation. We note that phase models with three- and
higher-fold couplings are not unheard of, and in fact arise generically in certain contexts
[27].
Our first observation is that Equation 2.1 admits a family of perfectly synchronized
states, given by
∆j = α · j (2.2)
for any constant α. In the context of the micro-resonator problem, these states correspond to
a spatially localized pulse propagating around the micro-resonator ring, and α determines
the location of the optical pulse in the co-moving frame. This definition of synchronization
is analogous to the situation in the Kuramoto model, in which the oscillators converge to
an arbitrary phase
θj = β. (2.3)
For the ternary model, the oscillators will have identical phases if α = 0, though there is
nothing unique about that particular value.
It has been shown [25] that this state is dynamically stable except for a single neutral
eigenvalue corresponding to a shift in α.
In what follows, we consider a generalization of Equation 2.1, where we include some
intrinsic quenched disorder:





sin(∆l + ∆j−l −∆j) (2.4)
with the disorder constants ωj drawn from a fixed, zero-mean distribution g(ω). We expect
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such imperfections on physical grounds. In the optical resonator context, the ωj arise from
cavity imperfections and/or high-order dispersion effects.
2.3 Synchronization Behavior
We now consider the collective behavior of the ternary phase model, in particular the ten-
dency to evolve into ordered states. Our approach is inspired by what is known about the
Kuramoto model. To begin, we note that in the case of zero disorder (ωj = 0), Equation 2.4
is a gradient system ∆̇j = −∂V/∂∆j with potential given by






cos(∆l + ∆j−l −∆j). (2.5)
This structure implies the existence of locally stable perfectly synchronized states [28].
Extensive numerical simulations suggest that, for almost all initial conditions, the disorder-
free system evolves to a perfectly synchronized state. (In simulations of Equation 2.1,
a state satisfying the condition in Equation 2.2 may not be immediately obvious, owing
to the angular nature of the variables. A simple check can be performed by plotting the
difference of adjacent ∆j modulo 2π.) In view of this, we expect the dynamics of Equa-
tion 2.4 to exhibit a competition between the synchronizing influence of the coupling and
the de-synchronizing influence of the disorder. The central issue is whether, and under
what circumstances, the system exhibits an order-disorder transition, and if so what is the
nature of the transition(s).








j = 1, 2, . . . , N . At steady state, |Zj| is observed to be independent of index j, up to
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fluctuations of orderN−1/2. For a perfectly synchronized state Equation 2.2, |Zj| is exactly
one, while for randomly distributed ∆j it tends to zero. In practice, it is useful to average
|Zj| over all oscillators and consider |Z| to be the overall order parameter.
Our simulations show that, for long times, trajectories of Equation 2.4 evolve linearly
in time for all ∆j , i.e.
∆j → α · j + δj + Ωj · t. (2.7)
The δj reflect deviation from Equation 2.2 due to the added disorder. From Equation 2.4,
this relationship can only be satisfied if
Ωj = Ω · j. (2.8)
Taking a weighted sum of the N equations yields, since the coupling terms cancel,
N∑
j=1
∆̇j · j =
N∑
j=1




(Ω · j) · j =
N∑
j=1








ωj · j. (2.11)
For convenience, we can consider the co-rotating variables
∆′j = ∆j − Ω · j · t. (2.12)
From Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.8, we can easily see that the transformed system ∆′j
evolves to a stationary state. Incidentally, this transformation also ensures the existence of
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∆′j · j. (2.13)
Unless otherwise noted, the simulations described below are performed in this frame by
generating a set of ωj , calculating Ω, and subtracting according to Equation 2.12.
To investigate order-disorder transitions in our system, we performed simulations using
three different distributions for the ωj: uniform random, Gaussian random, and a systematic
deterministic disorder to be described later.
The simulations were carried out as follows. We started by generating a random set
of ωj with unit variance. Multiplying this set by a factor σ gives a standard deviation σ
while retaining comparable statistical properties. Starting with σ = 0 and random initial
conditions, we numerically integrated Equation 2.4 until the system reached its stationary
synchronized state. We then increased σ by a small amount and continued integrating,
until a new steady state was reached (identified by an unchanging averaged order parameter
|Z|). Iterating this process, the system eventually reaches the unsynchronized regime at σ1.
At some distance into the unsynchronized regime we reversed the process by gradually
reducing σ. Eventually, at σ2, the system begins to synchronize again.
Figure 2.1(a) and Figure 2.1(b) show typical results for random Gaussian and uniform
disorder, respectively. The results are qualitatively similar. For small, increasing σ, the
order parameter gradually decreases. At the critical value σ1, there is a first-order transition
beyond which the order parameter becomes negligible. Then, decreasing σ induces another
first-order transition at σ2. The two transitions occur at different values of σ, resulting in a
hysteresis loop. As expected, the fluctuations grow near the transition points.
This behavior is different than what one sees in the Kuramoto model. For comparison,
results for the latter are shown in Figure 2.1(c) (Gaussian disorder) and Figure 2.1(d) (uni-
form disorder). For uniformly distributed disorder, the Kuramoto model shows a first-order











































Figure 2.1: Order parameter versus standard deviation σ of disorder distribution g(ω). (a)
Ten realizations of Gaussian disorder in the ternary phase model for N = 300, K = 4. (b)
Ten realizations of uniform disorder in the ternary phase model for N = 300, K = 2. (c)
Gaussian disorder in the Kuramoto model for N = 400, K = 4. (d) Uniform disorder in
the Kuramoto model for N = 300, K = 4.





with c the effective “width” of the distribution. This choice is motivated by higher-order
dispersion effects that arise in the micro-resonator problem [25, 23]. The behavior in this
case can be understood heuristically as follows. As c is increased, the oscillators with large
j, i.e. those far from the pump mode, acquire an intrinsic frequency much larger than the
coupling constant and thus become completely unlocked from the rest of the population.
The lower j oscillators still have relatively low disorder, and can synchronize. The result
is that the population is synchronized up to a critical j above which the oscillators are
12

































































































































Figure 2.2: Cubic disorder in the ternary phase model. (a) ∆̇j and ωj versus j for the
ternary phase model with cubic disorder at c = 12. (b) Fraction of locked oscillators versus
width c in the ternary phase model with cubic disorder.
j in the non-co-rotating frame. The locked oscillators fall on a straight line reflecting the
synchronization conditions in Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.8 while the unlocked oscillators,
beginning at j ≈ 200, rotate at their intrinsic frequencies. While the locked oscillators can
be thought of as being frequency locked, this is really a result of their phase locking; for
the ternary model the two are necessarily connected through the synchronization condition.
Carrying out simulations using the same protocol as before, we find that the fraction of
locked oscillators (those with ∆̇j falling on the straight line) decreases continuously to zero
with no observed transition or hysteresis (Figure 2.2(b)). This suggests that cubic disper-
sion merely dilutes the total synchronization; for random noise, the first-order transitions
enforce a critical threshold above which no synchronization is possible.
2.4 Thermodynamic Limit
In order to move beyond simulations, we formulated a thermodynamic limit corresponding
to an infinite number of oscillators on a lattice with uniform spatial density. We show that,
in this limit, there are no fluctuations and the collective state can be uniquely identified.
Unlike the all-to-all coupling of oscillators in the Kuramoto model, the ternary coupling
in Equation 2.4 is index-dependent. We therefore consider the oscillators to lie on a discrete
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lattice corresponding to j = 1, 2, . . . , N . Inspired by [30], we consider a spatial contin-
uum of oscillators which can be described by an explicitly position-dependent probability
density.
First, we note that the equation of motion Equation 2.4 can be written in terms of the
order parameters Equation 2.6 as
∆̇j = ωj +
2N + 1− j
2N
KRj sin(ψj −∆j),
Zj = Rjeiψj .
(2.15)
In this form, the individual oscillators appear decoupled which allows for a self-consistent
calculation of the order parameters. The order parameters Zj are written explicitly as
Zj =
1




reflecting the antisymmetry condition ∆−j = −∆j . The Zj can be expressed in terms of a
probability distribution rather than an explicit sum as
Zj =
1















×P (∆,∆′, ω, ω′, |l|, |j − l|)esgn(l)i∆esgn(j−l)i∆′
(2.17)
where P (∆,∆′, ω, ω′, x, x′) is the joint probability density of the oscillator at x having
phase ∆ and disorder ω while the oscillator at x′ has phase ∆′ and disorder ω′. In the
spirit of Equation 2.15, we consider the oscillators to be independent so that the probability
density P can be approximated as
P (∆,∆′, ω, ω′, |l|, |j − l|) = ρ(∆, ω, |l|)ρ(∆′, ω′, |j − l|) (2.18)
with ρ the probability density for a single oscillator parameterized by position.
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Because the coupling depends on oscillators at two different positions, the density ρ
appears twice. This is one of the major structural novelties of the model and significantly
complicates stability analysis of the unsynchronized state.
In order to treat the infinite oscillator limit, in which case the probability densities vary





0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
(2.19)
From (Equation 2.19), dj = (N−1)dx, and the summation over l transforms according
to
1































×ρ(∆, ω, |y|)ρ(∆′, ω′, |x− y|)esgn(y)i∆esgn(x−y)i∆′ .
(2.21)





















dωρ(∆, ω, x) = 1,
2π∫
0
d∆ρ(∆, ω, x) = g(ω)
(2.23)
where g(ω) is the probability density for each oscillator’s disorder.
Having established the evolution equations for the thermodynamic limit, we may cal-
culate the order parameter R = |Z| as a functional of the disorder distribution g(ω). The





















valid for even, unimodal g(ω).
One sees immediately that R = 0 is always a solution. To find non-zero solutions,
Equation 2.24 can be numerically solved for any given g(ω). The resulting predictions
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Figure 2.3: Predicted order parameter in the infinite oscillator limit (thick line) for (a)
Gaussian disorder, (b) uniform disorder. Agreement improves with a larger number of
oscillators N .
simulation for different N . As N is increased, agreement along the upper branch improves
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considerably. Since |Z| is non-negative, convergence along the lower incoherent branch
is much slower. The middle solution branch is presumably unstable, as is the case for a
saturating subcritical pitchfork bifurcation [31].
Curiously, the unsynchronized state is stable for a wider range of σ as N is increased,
and may even be stable for all values as N → ∞. This would be consistent with the the-
oretically predicted curve in which the middle branch and R = 0 branch meet exactly at
the origin. Bistability of the synchronized and unsynchronized states would have impor-
tant implications for the micro-resonator problem since even a perfect device could fail to
achieve mode locking.
While our previous analysis hasn’t addressed stability, we note that linear stability of
even the trivial R = 0 state is complicated by the fact that the order parameter is quadratic
in ρ. This can be understood from the following argument without a complete stability





Evaluation of the order parameter Equation 2.21 using a perturbed solution of the form
ρ0 + εδρ yields zero to linear order in ε; one of the two factors of ρ must be ρ0, causing
its associated exponential in ∆ to vanish upon integration. However, the order parameter
is responsible for coupling the oscillators as shown in Equation 2.22. When it vanishes, K
disappears from the equations and so cannot be responsible for a bifurcation. As a result,
a nonlinear stability analysis is required to describe any synchronizing transition from the
incoherent state.
2.5 Conclusions and Open Questions
In this Chapter, we investigated the synchronization behavior of a new phase model. We
found that its transitions are characteristically different from those found in the classic
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Kuramoto model. We developed a thermodynamic, continuum limit which we used to
calculate the order parameter for different disorder distributions. Although the predicted
values for the order parameter agree well with simulations, the onset of instability for the
unsynchronized solution is currently unexplained. With the enormous utility of the Ott-
Antonsen ansatz [32] for the continuum limit of the Kuramoto model, it is natural to wonder
if a similar dimensional reduction can be performed for the ternary model.
In addition to its novel dynamical properties, investigating the ternary phase model pro-
vides insight into the robustness of the synchronization process in optical microresonator
cavities. However, the ternary phase model only approximates the dynamics of the original
LLE. In particular, the amplitudes of all Fourier modes are assumed to be stationary. While
this is a standard assumption in phase reduction theory, amplitude dynamics could account
for additional behavior relevant to the formation of stable pulsation. Other effects such as
finite-size fluctuations and the inclusion of non-identical coupling constants Kj could also
be explored. The latter has been investigated in the absence of disorder [25].
Perhaps the greatest outstanding challenge in studying the ternary phase model is the
issue of stability. The difficulty of even linear stability analysis for the Kuramoto model
is well known [33]. For the ternary model, linear analysis fails and a strictly nonlinear
approach is apparently needed.
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CHAPTER 3
TERMINATING SPIRAL WAVES WITH A SINGLE DESIGNED STIMULUS:
TELEPORTATION AS THE MECHANISM FOR DEFIBRILLATION
3.1 Introduction.
Spiral waves have been shown to exist in many chemical [34] and biological [35, 36] sys-
tems, with many of these supporting spiral-wave-mediated turbulence [37]. Of particular
clinical significance are the spiral waves of electrical activity that underlie tachycardia and
fibrillation in the heart [12, 13]. Even before spiral waves were recognized as drivers of
tachycardia and fibrillation in the 1990s [38], termination of these deadly arrhythmias was
shown possible by large electric shocks as early as 1899. However, it was not until 1947
that defibrillation was shown to be successful in the clinic [39]. Despite the advent of clin-
ical treatment, the mechanisms responsible for successful defibrillation are still not fully
understood [40]. Limited experimental mapping of cardiac activity during fibrillation and
shock-based treatment has led to a number of ambiguously compatible theories [41]. A par-
ticularly compelling aspect of the puzzle is that defibrillating shocks can actually initiate
or reinitiate fibrillation if applied during certain vulnerable time periods or when localized
to certain vulnerable locations. In this Chapter, a topological framework for characterizing
cardiac activation is presented which unifies seemingly disparate mechanisms of defibril-
lation. In particular, this framework elucidates how reentrant spiral rotors are initiated and
eliminated by localized stimulus. This insight provides a deeper understanding of the gen-
eral mechanism behind defibrillation and accordingly informs the development of more
efficient and lower energy defibrillation therapies.
Defibrillation usually requires electric shocks on the order of 5-7 Joules for internal and
200-300 Joules for external application [42]. These high-energy shocks are very painful
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and can damage heart tissue but are required to prevent initiation of new spiral waves [43].
While currently there are no clinically viable low-energy defibrillation strategies, several
new methods have been developed and tested computationally and experimentally. One
consists of a multi-stage series of low-energy pulses intended to subsequently unpin and
remove reentrant spiral waves [44]. Another example is the low-energy antifibrillation pac-
ing (LEAP) method [45], which uses a series of fast pulses at a frequency close to the
dominant frequency of arrhythmia to eliminate spiral waves. Both of these methods utilize
the mechanism of virtual electrodes—tissue activation driven by the heart’s natural hetero-
geneities [43, 42]. Other studies have used concepts from nonlinear dynamics to determine
optimal defibrillation stimulus timing and strength by calculating phase [46] and isostable
[47] resetting curves. However, neither of these methods directly address the topological
spatiotemporal coupling responsible for spiral waves and both require detailed spatial infor-
mation of the system state. In this Chapter, we demonstrate how a single minimal stimulus
can be designed from topological considerations to automatically eliminate reentrant spiral
wave singularities in a complex fibrillating state.
3.2 Defining level set contours and phase singularities.
In order to characterize the complex spatiotemporal dynamics of an excitable system,
regions in space are designated locally excited, refractory, or recovered. For a multi-
component system ~u(~x, t), indicator functions f(~u) and g(~u) are defined such that regions
where f > 0 are excited and regions where g > 0 are refractory [48]. The level sets f = 0
and g = 0 then define one-dimensional contours marking the boundaries of excited and re-
fractory regions, respectively. Excited or refractory fronts can be differentiated from backs
on a given zero-level set by the sign of the opposite indicator function [48, 49]. This results
in a set of four distinct contours as defined in Table 3.1.
For two-variable reaction-diffusion systems such as the FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) [50]
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Table 3.1: Definitions and plotting conventions for the four topological level set contours.
Excited front f = 0, g < 0 Denoted by solid black line
Refractory front g = 0, f > 0 Denoted by solid white line
Excited back f = 0, g > 0 Denoted by broken black line
Refractory back g = 0, f < 0 Denoted by broken white line
and Karma [51] models, ~u = {u, v} and obeys
∂u
∂t





In this case, the indicator functions f and g can simply be taken to be
f = u− uth, g = v − vth (3.2)
for some threshold values uth, vth. Other common choices of f and g include the system
variables’ time derivatives [48] or time-delayed values [52], local curvature [53], and nor-
mal velocity [54]. Each choice is topologically equivalent and gives comparable results
[48, 52]. Gurevich et al. have shown how to construct valid combinations using only noisy
voltage data in both simulation and experiment [55, 56]. In their implementations, f and g
are determined by the extrema and inflection points of the local voltage and do not require
measurement of the underlying gating currents. Figure 3.1 shows the level set contours
using Equation 3.2 for a rightward-traveling pulse in the FHN model on a 2D domain (see
Appendix B for models and parameters). Such a pulse displays how local excitation must
pass through excited front, refractory front, excited back, and refractory back in sequence
before returning to rest.
One of the most important uses of level set contours is the identification of spiral wave
tips. These are isolated points at the center of spiral waves where wavefront and wave-
back intersect to form a continuous source of reentrant excitation. Spiral tips are mostly
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Figure 3.1: (a) Rightward-traveling pulse in the two-variable FHN model on a 2D domain.
Excited and refractory contours are superimposed following the conventions in Table 3.1.
(b) One-dimensional cross section of (a) showing both the u (blue) and v (red) variables.
Level set contours are overlaid at positions from (a).
commonly described as phase singularities in a complex order parameter given by
Z(~u) = reiθ = f(~u) + g(~u)i. (3.3)
in analogy with homotopy theories used in condensed matter physics [57]. The spatial
line integral of the phase θ around a phase singularity (known as the topological charge)
is equal to ±1 with the sign determining the corresponding spiral’s chirality [52]. Equiv-
alently, the amplitude r vanishes exactly on a phase singularity, that is, when f = g = 0
and the level set contours of Table 3.1 intersect. From Equation 3.2, this implies that
u = uth, v = vth at the singularity. The chirality can be obtained from the level sets by
calculating the sign of ẑ · (∇f ×∇g) at the singularity.
The framed region in Figure 3.2(a) shows the contours and phase singularity for a single
spiral wave in the FHN model. Figure 3.2(b) shows the same spiral but in the phase space
of the f and g indicator functions. The periodic behavior of spiral rotation manifests as a
dense collection of points forming a closed loop. Because the origin is interior to this loop,
the order parameter acquires a singularity in the presence of a spiral wave.
The topological properties of phase singularities have long been understood to play
a major role in the initiation and persistence of spiral-wave-mediated turbulence respon-
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Figure 3.2: (a) Single spiral wave in the two-variable FHN model on a 2D domain with
reflective boundary conditions (dark frame). The extended domain shows how mirrored
spiral waves allow for conservation of topological charge. Chirality is indicated with white
(black) circles for counterclockwise (clockwise) spiral tips. (b) Phase space representation
of the spiral wave shown in (a). Blue dots show the f − g phase space position at every
point in the physical 2D domain. Level sets are shown using conventions in Table 3.1.
sible for cardiac arrhythmias [12]. Winfree used topological arguments about the phase
of the complex order parameter to show how singularities can be created or destroyed by
particular stimuli [11, 9]. A significant result is that (excluding boundary interactions),
singularities can only be created or destroyed in pairs of opposite chirality. This principle
is commonly referred to as conservation of topological charge and follows simply from
the continuity of ~u and the indicator functions f, g [48, 9, 58, 59]. Additionally, every
singularity is uniquely connected to a singularity of opposite chirality by each of the four
contours.
Topological charge is not conserved on domains with zero flux (or reflective) bound-
ary conditions, which are commonly used in cardiac simulations [60]. However, if the
domain is mirrored as in Figure 3.2(a), the extended domain does conserve topological
charge. In this construction spirals with contours terminating at boundaries are connected
to a mirrored spiral with opposite chirality. It follows that in order to eliminate spiral wave
turbulence (or fibrillation), it is necessary to annihilate every singularity by merging it with
a singularity of opposite chirality inside the domain or with its mirror image at a domain
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boundary. In the next section we show how this can be accomplished with an excitatory
stimulus using the topological structure of the level set contours.
3.3 Terminating singularities with a single designed stimulus.
While phase and level set descriptions are topologically equivalent and are explicitly re-
lated through Equation 3.3, each is suited to different systems. In oscillatory media, phase
has a natural definition in terms of the underlying limit cycle and is thus the natural ob-
ject to study [1]. The excitable-refractory paradigm of excitable media, however, is better
represented by the level set contours. In particular, they can be used to understand how
stimulus leads to the creation or annihilation of spiral wave singularities.
A classic procedure for initiating a pair of spiral wave singularities via excitatory stim-
ulus is the S1-S2 protocol [61, 62]. First, a stimulus S1 is applied to generate a travel-
ing pulse. A second localized stimulus S2 is then applied behind the pulse. The excited
wavefront of S2 intersects with the refractory back of the S1 pulse and generates a pair of
singularities that develop into spiral waves as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Because the simu-
lation uses zero flux boundary conditions, a stimulus S2’ localized near the boundary may
produce a single spiral singularity and violate conservation of topological charge.
Winfree originally explained the S1-S2 generation of singularities in terms of the con-
tinuous gradient of phase produced in the complex order parameter [11]. For excitable
media, however, the contours tell a simpler story. By definition, the refractory back con-
tour separates regions which will respond to stimulus by exciting from regions which will
be unexcited. This provides a mechanism for creating unidirectional propagation, as excita-
tion can only travel away from the refractory region—left in the case of Figure 3.3(b). From
Figure 3.1, we know that the excited portion of a traveling pulse contains an excited front,
refractory front, and excited back. Stimulating a refractory back contour thus replaces it
with this sequence of three contours. However, since the stimulus is localized, only a finite
segment of the refractory back contour is replaced. At the boundary of the stimulus, the re-
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Figure 3.3: Creating spiral waves with the S1-S2 protocol. (a) A rightward-traveling pulse
generated by exciting the left boundary with stimulus S1. (b) An opposite pair and an iso-
lated singularity are created by applying localized S2 and S2’ stimuli to the refractory back
of the S1 pulse. As shown in the inset, the singularities are generated at the convergence of
all four level set contours. (c) The singularities persist and form stable spiral waves that act
as continuous sources of excitation.
fractory back contour must connect with this sequence and therefore produce a singularity.
This is illustrated in the inset of Figure 3.3(b).
While the S1-S2 protocol illustrates clearly how singularities can be created, it is not
immediately obvious how to reverse this procedure in order to eliminate them. Consider the
new stimuli shown in Figure 3.4(a) superimposed on the configuration from Figure 3.3(c).
These stimuli cover the clockwise singularities and a significant portion of their refractory
back contours. The result of the stimuli, shown in Figure 3.4(b), is that the singularities are
“teleported” along the contour to the end of the stimulus. This brings the paired spiral very
close to its partner and the isolated spiral very close to its mirrored image at the boundary.
The nearby pairs then mutually annihilate due to their proximity. If the stimulus is allowed
to cover the entire refractory back, the existing singularities will be teleported together and
eliminated instantaneously as in Figure 3.4(c). This whole process can be understood from
the contour topology in the same way as the S1-S2 protocol. Stimulating the refractory
back once again replaces it with the excited front, refractory front, excited back contour
sequence. This time, however, it causes the contours to disconnect (Figure 3.4(c)), thereby
removing the singularities at either end of the contour.
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Figure 3.4: Terminating spiral waves with a single stimulus. (a) Regions covering the
refractory back contours are selected for stimulus (light green). (b) Applying the stimulus
“teleports” the existing clockwise singularities along the refractory contours toward their
counterparts. (c) The opposite pairs of singularities mutually annihilate and the contours
reform without intersection.
Because every singularity is connected to a singularity of opposite chirality, a single
stimulus targeting the refractory back can always be designed to teleport and eliminate
all internally paired and boundary paired singularities. Moreover, excitation of the full
refractory back contour can be taken as the necessary and sufficient condition for total de-
fibrillation; the only way to remove singularities is to modify their topology in this manner.
It should also be noted that the same topological arguments allow defibrillation using in-
stead deexciting stimuli targeting the refractory front; both possibilities were discussed by
Keener in [49].
Previous theoretical analyses have reported a defibrillation threshold for domain-wide
stimulation [40, 63]. In that case, even refractory regions of tissue must be excited such that
propagating fronts only contract and dissipate [64]. In our proposed method, only a fraction
of the domain needs stimulation. Additionally, since only the recovered region (which is
readily excitable) of the refractory back needs to be excited, the stimulation strength can
be well below the defibrillation threshold.
In practice, the defibrillating stimulus is constructed by applying a current Istim to the
voltage variable u wherever f < 0 and |g| < gth. The zero threshold gth gives the stimulus
a finite thickness about the refractory back contour. If Istim or gth are too small, the stimulus
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will fail to permanently remove every singularity; although they may disappear initially,
pairs of singularities can spontaneously reform and persist.
Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show how the designed stimuli successfully teleport and
remove all singularities in complex, multi-spiral states regardless of whether singularities
are internally paired or connected to the domain boundary. Some configurations contain
refractory backs not connected to singularities (e.g. upper left corner in Figure 3.5(a)).
Stimulation of these contours is not required for defibrillation and is omitted in Figure 3.6.
Connections between pairs of singularities can also switch over time. Figure 3.5(d) shows
an alternate configuration obtained a quarter of rotation after Figure 3.5(a) in which the two
lower spirals have become connected. Defibrillation is successful in both models (FHN and
Karma) despite the stimuli covering less than 10% of the domain in the latter case.
Figure 3.5: (a) A complex multi-spiral state in the FHN model. (b) Stimulus pattern de-
signed to teleport all pairs of singularities along their refractory contours. (c) Successful
defibrillation immediately after stimulus. (d) The complex state from (a) evolved in time
such that the two lower spirals are connected. (e) Altered stimulus pattern for the configu-
ration in (d). (f) Successful defibrillation of (d).
Teleportation can also unpin spiral waves bound to an obstacle. Figure 3.7 shows this
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Figure 3.6: (a) Fibrillating spiral breakup in the Karma model. (b) Stimulus pattern de-
signed to teleport all pairs of singularities along their refractory contours. (c) Successful
defibrillation immediately after stimulus.
process for a single spiral in the FHN model. A stimulus along the refractory back instan-
taneously teleports the singularity off the obstacle (Figure 3.7(b) and (c)). However, the
stimulus along the obstacle generates a new pair of singularities a short time later (Fig-
ure 3.7(d)). These singularities rotate around the obstacle until they meet and annihilate on
the opposite side (Figure 3.7(d) and (e)). The spiral is then unpinned (Figure 3.7(f)), but
will continue to generate new spiral pairs at the obstacle whenever the spiral arm meets it.
If the teleporting stimulus extends along the entire contour, the original spiral will be both
unpinned and annihilated as it is teleported to the boundary.
To demonstrate the generality of designing stimuli to defibrillate by teleportation, we
have successfully applied it using more physiologically accurate cardiac cell models in-
cluding the 8-variable Beeler-Reuter model [65], the 19-variable TNNP model [66], and the
41-variable OVVR model [67]. Although the phase space of these models is complicated
by their large number of dimensions, suitable indicator functions can still be constructed
to properly characterize the level set contour topology [48]. We find both the f (inacti-
vation calcium) and h (inactivation sodium) gate variables functional substitutions for the
generic gate variable in Equation 3.2 while suitable thresholds are identified by inspecting
the phase-space portrait as in Figure 3.2(b). Real-time interactive WebGL programs [68]
for generating defibrillating stimuli in these models are provided at the author’s website
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Figure 3.7: (a) A single spiral wave pinned to an obstacle in the FHN model. (b) Stimulus
pattern designed to teleport the spiral away from the obstacle. (c) Immediate result of
stimulation. The spiral singularity is instantaneously teleported to the edge of the stimulus.
(d) Excitation at the obstacles creates a new pair of singularities. (e) The new singularity
pair meets and annihilates on the opposite side of the obstacle. (f) The original spiral wave
is completely unpinned.
[69].
In simulations, defibrillation by teleportation is made easier by the single-pixel reso-
lution of the exciting stimulus. In order to emulate an experimentally realistic setup, we
implemented an array of circular electrodes where stimulus may be applied. Figure 3.8(a)
shows an example stimulus pattern for an isolated spiral wave in the FHN model. The do-
main was divided into a 9× 9 grid. If f < 0 and |g| < gth were satisfied within a grid cell,
a circular stimulus was applied to the center. Because of the pulses’ discontinuity, many
new pairs of singularities are created via the S1-S2 mechanism as shown in Figure 3.8(b).
However, as they are very close, the pairs then spontaneously annihilate to produce the
continuous excited back shown in Figure 3.8(c). The original singularity is then effectively
teleported to the boundary and defibrillation is successful. If the electrodes are insuffi-
ciently dense, however, newly created pairs may persist indefinitely and actually increase
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the total number of singularities.
Figure 3.8: Defibrillation by teleportation using an equally-spaced electrode array. (a)
Stimulus pattern generated by electrodes (black) firing for f < 0 and |g| < gth in each grid
cell. (b) Immediate result of stimulation. Many transient singularities form via the S1-S2
mechanism. (c) Nearby singularities spontaneously annihilate and the original singularity
is teleported to the boundary.
3.4 Teleportation as the mechanism for defibrillation.
While direct application of a designed stimulus may not be currently possible in the clinic,
sufficient activation of the refractory back is nevertheless necessary for successful defibril-
lation regardless of the activation source. The shock-induced teleportation of spiral wave
singularities thus serves as a mechanistic explanation for defibrillation in real tissue at both
high [40, 70] and low energies [44, 42]. During high-energy shocks, enough virtual elec-
trodes (VE) are activated to excite the entire heart and thus stimulate continuously along the
refractory backs connecting reentrant spiral waves. Pairs of spirals are instantly teleported
together, while isolated spirals are teleported to domain boundaries. Low-energy shocks in
general do not excite everywhere [42], but if enough of the refractory back is stimulated,
spirals are teleported close enough together to spontaneously annihilate.
Under the theory presented here, two effects can contribute to the failure of high- and
low-energy shocks to successfully defibrillate. First, spirals can fail to be teleported close
enough to annihilate if their refractory backs are insufficiently stimulated by VE excita-
tion. This may occur during high-energy defibrillation if at least one reentrant pair is not
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fully teleported together, resulting in persistent rotors which then reinitiate fibrillation [70].
Second, virtual electrodes may discontinuously stimulate refractory backs resulting in the
initiation of new rotors as in the S1-S2 mechanism [43, 42]. This explains the failure of
low-energy defibrillation [70, 71]. While a single low-energy shock may fail to completely
defibrillate, multi-shock therapies such as LEAP may succeed by annihilating more pairs
by teleportation each shock than are created via S1-S2 initiation [45].
3.5 Conclusions and Open Questions
By considering the level set contours organizing excitable dynamics, we have demon-
strated a novel minimal defibrillation strategy capable of automatically eliminating any
phase singularities responsible for spiral wave turbulence. Using a designed stimulus, pairs
of connected spiral wave tips are instantaneously moved close together by a mechanism we
dub teleportation such that the tips attract and mutually annihilate. The topological nature
of this method makes it model-independent and applicable to experiment. A particularly
promising experimental testbed would be optogenetically modified cardiac monolayers [72,
73]. Previous studies have shown how rotors in this system may be eliminated using heuris-
tically chosen regions of activation [72]. Spatially resolved optical control combined with
established methods for determining contours in experiment [55, 56] would allow for exact
replication of our computational examples and provide a systematic method of eliminating
rotors. Although time delays between mapping and stimulus design are unavoidable, wave
velocities in cardiac monolayers are on the order of 20cm/s. Modern GPU calculations for
analyzing the contours can easily be performed in the 1-2ms window required for optical
mapping, and thus the proposed method is completely feasible. Additionally, the topologi-
cal specifications are quite robust; stimulation need only be applied in the general vicinity
of the refractory boundaries. Even if these regions drift slightly during the computation
time, the desired effect of the stimulus is still established.
The mechanism of defibrillation by teleportation was also used to explain the success
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and failure of existing defibrillation methods. High-energy shocks automatically stimulate
the necessary refractory contours of every spiral pair, while low-energy shocks do not and
in general may generate additional spiral pairs. While we have only demonstrated this topo-
logical mechanism in 2D systems, generalization to 3D is trivial. Spiral waves generalize to
scroll waves and rings with associated 1D singular filaments. These filaments are organized
by refractory and excitable surfaces rather than contours. Just like in 2D, complete stimula-
tion of the refractory surfaces joining filaments will eliminate the associated scroll waves,
while partial stimulation results in the initiation of new waves. This generalization could
be explored experimentally using the excitable Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [74]. With
the necessary topological requirements for defibrillation elucidated, future low-energy de-




OPTIMIZING LOW-ENERGY ANTI-FIBRILLATION PACING: LESSONS
FROM A CELLULAR AUTOMATON MODEL
4.1 Introduction
Cardiac fibrillation is often driven by reentrant spiral waves of electrical activity in the heart
[38, 12, 13]. These patterns are defined by topological singularities near their center of ro-
tation [11, 9, 52]. While traditional defibrillation applies a single strong shock to remove
all singularities and reset the tissue [42], recent theory [75, 76] and experiment [77, 45, 78]
has shown that the same result can be achieved with a series of weaker shocks. This ther-
apy is known as low-energy anti-fibrillation pacing (LEAP). Extensive simulations have
been performed analyzing LEAP using reaction-diffusion models in a heterogeneous do-
main [78, 76]. However, the complexity of such detailed models obscures the fundamental
mechanisms responsible for successful defibrillation. In this Chapter, we show how sig-
nificant insight can be gained from simulations in a very simple cellular automaton model.
The model’s minimal structure allows for easy tracking of individual spiral core singular-
ities even in the presence of heterogeneous excitation. As a result, we are able to clearly
demonstrate through simulation why certain pacing periods lead to more effective defibril-
lation. In spite of its simplicity, the model crucially retains the topological structure of more
realistic models. By clarifying the role of topological constraints on the defibrillation pro-
cess, we ultimately deduce a further optimized pacing strategy using a model-independent
framework.
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4.2 Cellular Automaton Model of LEAP
The simplest possible model of excitable media is the Greenberg-Hastings (GH) cellular
automaton [79]. In this model, each lattice cell may occupy one of three states: resting,
excited, or refractory. At each discrete time step, excited cells become refractory, refractory
cells become resting, and resting cells become excited if a neighboring cell is excited. In
two spatial dimensions, these rules are sufficient to support both unidirectional traveling
waves and rotating spiral waves. In their original study, Greenberg and Hastings identified
a conserved winding number that can be defined at each vertex on the lattice [80]. Spiral
wave cores have a winding number of±1 (with chirality given by the sign) and thus persist
indefinitely, generating chaotic fibrillating states. An important consequence is that core
singularities, and hence the spirals they belong to, must be eliminated for fibrillation to
cease. This feature is analogous to the phase singularities of spiral waves in continuous
systems [11, 9].
In order to gain insight into the defibrillation process, we study the GH model in the
presence of stimulation (or shocking) which we implement by spontaneously making rest-
ing cells excited. Traditional defibrillation uses a single large shock to excite and reset all
tissue in the heart simultaneously; while initially unexplained, it is now understood that
this method succeeds by removing all reentrant spiral wave singularities [42]. This feature
is retained in the modified GH model, as shown in Figure 4.1. In all figures, excited cells
are red, refractory cells are yellow, and resting cells are turquoise. If every resting cell
is excited, the winding number at every vertex must be zero, and no spirals can remain.
This can be understood intuitively by considering the cores as phase singularities where all
possible values of phase converge. By making all resting cells excited, the resting “phase”
will necessarily be missing and singularities can no longer be present.
While theoretically a strong shock that excites the entire domain is always successful
at removing spiral waves, clinical defibrillation is painful and can damage heart tissue in
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Figure 4.1: Complete defibrillation of a complex state containing many spiral singulari-
ties. Every resting cell is excited, resulting in immediate annihilation of every singularity.
Singularities are identified by nonzero winding number and are marked with a ± corre-
sponding to chirality. Excited cells are red, refractory cells are yellow, and resting cells are
turquoise
the process [81]. There is therefore a strong clinical interest in developing effective low-
energy defibrillation strategies. LEAP uses a series of multiple weak shocks to achieve
the same results as traditional defibrillation [45, 78, 76]. Both methods exploit the virtual
electrode phenomenon, in which far-field stimulation generates localized tissue activation
around the heart’s many natural heterogeneities [82, 83]. Stronger stimulation can recruit
ever smaller heterogeneities, exciting a larger fraction of the total domain. Tissue response
is therefore governed by size and density distributions of the heterogeneities as well as the
stimulus strength. We characterize the tissue response for the cellular automaton model
with a single parameter p—the probability for a resting cell to become excited during a
shock. When p = 1, all resting cells are excited and complete defibrillation is recovered.
For p < 1, a single shock, in general, will no longer completely defibrillate. We refer to p as
the shock strength, but it encapsulates both external stimulation strength and heterogeneity
density in a simplified fashion.
For the original GH model, every 2×2 block of cell configurations can be categorized by
the topological winding number at its vertex. This results in two distinct categories: spiral
core patterns and non-core patterns. With the inclusion of the shocking procedure, non-core
patterns can be further categorized as either vulnerable or invulnerable patterns. During a
shock step, vulnerable patterns can be converted into core patterns, while invulnerable
patterns cannot. Core patterns can also be converted to invulnerable patterns, in which
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case the core’s spiral is eliminated. Figure 4.2 shows this categorization for all unique
2× 2 block patterns. Low-energy shocks can thus fail to defibrillate not only because they
do not remove all existing spiral core singularities, but also because they may generate
additional singularities. This effect has been documented in experiments on isolated rabbit
and dog hearts [83, 84] and is closely connected to the S1-S2 initiation of spiral waves
commonly demonstrated in computational models [62, 61]. Remarkably, members of the
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In section 4.5, we discuss how this structure is related to the underlying topology of singu-
larities, and how it can be exploited to optimize low-energy pacing.
Figure 4.2: Categorization of all possible 2 × 2 block patterns up to reflections and rota-
tions. Spiral cores (C) have nonzero winding number and generate persistent spiral waves.
Vulnerable patterns (V) may be converted to cores by a shock of strength p < 1 while
invulnerable patterns (I) are immune to such a conversion. Cores can be converted to in-
vulnerable patterns yielding partial defibrillation.
LEAP is typically implemented by weak pacing at regularly timed intervals. We mimic
this in our cellular automaton simulations as follows. First, we randomly initialize the cells
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on a N × N domain, resulting in a complex state containing many spiral cores. We then
apply a period T of ordinary time-evolution steps followed by a single shock step with
strength p. This sequence of T + 1 steps is then repeated until the total number of cores
reaches a statistical steady state in which, on average, the number of cores generated by a
shock balances the number of cores destroyed. To ensure that the total topological winding
number is zero and cores exist in pairs of opposite chirality, we employ periodic boundary
conditions. Figure 4.3 shows the beginning of a LEAP simulation with N = 10, T = 4,
p = 0.7.
Figure 4.3: A full period of evolution for a LEAP simulation withN = 10, T = 4, p = 0.7.
The shock step S reduces the total number of cores.
For a 2 × 2 domain, the average number of cores W generated from random initial
conditions can be easily calculated by enumeration to be 32
27
. The statistical results from
Figure 4.4 show that this result extrapolates to larger domains by scaling with the total area





This provides a convenient extensive scaling for comparing results between domains of
different sizes. In particular, we are interested in the statistical steady state as N → ∞.
Figure 4.5 shows the LEAP steady state number of cores scaled by Equation 4.2 for T = 4
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as p and N are varied. By N = 50, steady state results already converge. For subsequent
LEAP simulation statistics, we thus take N = 50 and normalize the number of cores by
Equation 4.2 to obtain intensive results absent of finite-size effects.
Figure 4.4: Number of cores from random initial conditions as domain size is varied. Sta-
tistical results show scaling proportional to the total domain area. Error bars are scaled by
1/N2 and also scale linearly with area.
Figure 4.6 shows the steady state results of LEAP simulations as period and shock
strength are varied. While the average number of cores decreases with increased shock
strength for all periods, certain periods perform particularly well. Period 4—the period of
rotation for individual spirals—in particular is able to defibrillate in finite time when as
little as 60% of tissue is excited per shock. Figure 4.7 shows the probability of successful
defibrillation after 20 shocks and highlights the peak in efficiency near period 4.
4.3 Mean field theory predictions
With the addition of probabilistic LEAP shocking, the GH model may be formulated as a
discrete-time Markov chain
st+T = Mst = P(p)E
T st (4.3)
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Figure 4.5: Steady state number of cores scaled by relation Equation 4.2 in LEAP simula-
tion for T = 4. Results converge near N ≈ 50.
where st is a vector containing the probability of each cell configuration at time t, E evolves
the state by a single time step, and P applies the stochastic shock step. Because the sys-
tem is ergodic, there exists a unique steady state probability distribution s∞ = z that the
system tends to. While in principle z can be calculated directly from the Markov evolution
matrix M, the GH model has 3N2 degrees of freedom, making the calculation extremely
prohibitive for even small domain sizes. Additionally, we are interested in the statistics as
N → ∞, which can not be analyzed in this way. A computational technique commonly
employed in such spatially extended statistical mechanics problems is self-consistent mean-
field theory (MFT) [85].
By assuming the entire system is in the translationally invariant statistical steady state,
MFT analyzes a small representative domain to find a self-consistent expression for this
steady state. In the GH model, we take our representative domain to be either a 1 × 1
or 2 × 2 domain, with the latter giving a more accurate prediction [86, 85]. The self-
consistency relation is then derived from Equation 4.3 as the following:
z = P(p)Σ(z)z. (4.4)
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Figure 4.6: Steady state number of cores after many shocks in LEAP simulations as period
and shock strength are varied.
For the 1 × 1 representative domain, the steady state z has only three components corre-
sponding to the probability of an individual cell being at rest, excited, or refractory. The
evolution matrix Σ evolves z according to the neighboring cells’ states (see Figure 4.8).
It therefore depends on z since the neighbors are also assumed to be in the steady state.
The shock step has only a local effect, and is thus independent of z. Equation 4.4 is solved
numerically by iteration
zn+1 = P(p)Σ(zn)zn. (4.5)
with the initial guess z0 taken to be a uniform distribution. Once the converged steady
state has been obtained for a given period T and shock strength p, the average number of
cores may be calculated by assuming every 2 × 2 domain is described by the steady state
distribution and calculating the resulting average winding number.
Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 compare the steady state average number of cores W from
the direct numerical simulations in Figure 4.6 to the MFT predictions for both 1 × 1 and
2 × 2 representative domains. As discussed previously, these results can be scaled to do-
mains of any size using the relation in Equation 4.2. The larger representative domain is
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Figure 4.7: LEAP success probability after 20 shocks as period and shock strength are
varied. A strong peak is localized near the T = 4 spiral rotation period.
Figure 4.8: Representative domains for MFT calculations. States of shaded cells are cal-
culated self-consistently through interactions with neighboring white cells in the steady
state.
significantly more accurate for all periods, as expected. Predictions for period 4 and 7 are
fairly inaccurate even for the 2×2 MFT. One possible explanation is that a phase transition
occurs as W tends to zero at finite p; MFT is notoriously inaccurate near critical points due
to the neglect of fluctuations [87]. Alternatively, better agreement may simply be achieved
with larger representative domains. Longer pacing periods in principle allow for excitation
waves to propagate larger distances—an effect which cannot be captured on small domains.
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Figure 4.9: MFT steady state predictions compared to direct numerical simulation for pe-
riod 4 pacing.
4.4 Origin of an optimal pacing period
A commonly reported feature of LEAP in both simulation [78, 76] and experiment [45, 78,
42] is the presence of an optimal pacing period close to either the dominant period of fib-
rillation or, equivalently, the period of spiral rotation. As was demonstrated in section 4.2,
this feature is reproduced even in the highly simplified GH model which suggests that the
mechanism responsible is a generic feature of all excitable systems. Previously no expla-
nation for this apparent resonance has been provided. Using the GH model, we now show
through simple examples how it arises as a competition between two mechanisms intrinsic
to generic excitable media.
From Figure 4.6, we see that pacing with T = 7, p = .3 is highly ineffective, reducing
the number of cores to only 60% of the starting number. An entirely different result is
achieved when the system is initialized in the the uniform rest state, however. Figure 4.11
shows how the shock is unable to generate any new cores due to a lack of refractory cells.
By t = 6, the system has returned to the uniform rest state a full time step before the next
shock is applied. As a result, the process repeats and no new cores are created.
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Figure 4.10: MFT steady state predictions compared to direct numerical simulation for
additional pacing periods.
Because the system is ergodic, it will eventually converge to the steady state reported in
Figure 4.6, although this metastable sequence is extremely long-lived. Figure 4.12 shows
how the presence of even a single refractory cell can rapidly trigger a transition to the
steady state. The first shock initiates a small number of cores localized to the perturbation.
During the time preceding the next shock, the cores generate expanding target waves which
contain many additional vulnerable patterns. The next shock thus creates even more cores
along the back of this expanding wave. This process repeats, resulting in a nucleation of
new cores surrounding the initial perturbation.
By allowing the excitation of the previous shock to fully dissipate before the next shock
is applied, longer-period pacing prevents the creation of new cores associated with transient
refractory regions. When cores are present, however, the associated vulnerable regions
persist and grow as subsequent shocks generate new cores.
Figure 4.13 shows the results of pacing the perturbed state with a shorter period of
T = 4. The first shock once again initiates new cores near the perturbing refractory cell.
By the time the next shock is applied, the original cores have barely begun to form target
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Figure 4.11: LEAP pacing with T = 7, p = .3 starting from the uniform rest state. The
entire domain returns to rest before the next shock is applied and no new cores can be
created.
patterns and do not produce extra vulnerable regions. However, a number of transient
refractory cells still remain from the previous shock. The associated vulnerable patterns of
these transients trigger the generation of many new cores uniformly throughout the domain.
These two examples demonstrate how pacing periods that are either too long or too short
are both susceptible to generating new spiral cores and thus ineffective at defibrillating. The
optimal period must be short enough to suppress localized nucleation around existing cores
but long enough to allow transient refractory cells to recover. A useful quantity to consider
in light of these mechanisms is the mean dissipation time. This is the average amount of
time for cells to return to rest after a shock is applied. For shocks of moderate strength,
rest cells are either shocked with probability p and take two time steps to recover, or else
are not shocked but are immediately excited by a neighbor at the next time step and thus
require three time steps to recover. The resulting mean dissipation time is given by
τ ≈ 2p+ 3(1− p) = 3− p. (4.6)
Figure 4.14 shows that this rough estimate is in excellent agreement with direct numerical
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Figure 4.12: LEAP pacing with T = 7, p = .3 starting from the uniform rest state with
a single perturbing refractory cell. Each shock generates new cores nucleating from the
initial perturbation. Seven time steps and a single shock step elapse between each plotted
frame after the first.
simulation by p ≈ .5. As shock strength approaches 1, the mean dissipation time is limited
by the two steps a single cell takes to recover. Thus, for moderate shock strength, T = 3
is the fastest pacing period which avoids core creations due to the transients of previous
shocks. Figure 4.15 shows the extremely efficient progression of T = 3 pacing for p = .8.
After only a few shocks, all cores are removed.
Rather than a resonance phenomenon, we see that the optimal pacing period emerges
from a competition between spiral creation mechanisms occurring at short and long periods.
Nevertheless, the optimal period and the spiral period do appear correlated. One possible
explanation is that the optimal period and spiral period are both roughly set by the mean
dissipation time; in order for a spiral wave to undergo a full rotation, the surrounding tissue
must complete a full cycle of recovery. A similar condition is required for efficient pacing.
If there is no true resonant response at the spiral period, as our analysis suggests, non-
periodic pacing has the prospect of providing more efficient defibrillation by allowing for
more sophisticated shocking protocols. In the following section we explore this possibility
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Figure 4.13: LEAP pacing with T = 4, p = .3 starting from the uniform rest state with
a single perturbing refractory cell. No nucleation is observed but many new cores are
generated near unrecovered tissue.
and indeed find that allowing the period between shocks to vary leads to improved effi-
ciency.
4.5 Topologically optimized pacing
Our analysis thus far suggests that optimal low-energy pacing is achieved not by matching
the spiral period, but by pacing at times which minimize the probability of creating new
spiral wave singularities. Although fixed-timing pacing is optimized when the period ap-
proximately equals the mean dissipation time, in general the time for tissue to relax after
a shock varies. Moreover, the probability of creating new singularities at a given time de-
pends on the detailed spatial configuration and evolves irregularly due to the chaotic nature
of fibrillation. A truly optimal pacing strategy must constantly adapt its timing accordingly.
In this section, we will show how topological analysis can be used to determine when an
applied shock will be most effective. To this end we first describe the general features
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Figure 4.14: Average amount of time for cells to return to rest after a shock is applied.
of topological analysis in continuous excitable media and how it may be extended to the
discrete cellular automaton model.
The topology of spiral wave dynamics has often been characterized by a local phase
variable, hence the terminology of “phase singularity” [11, 12]. However, modern work
on excitable systems has shown that a more natural topological description is obtained by
tracking the regions of tissue that are excited or refractory, respectively [49, 48, 55, 56, 88].
In two-dimensional systems, these regions are bounded by one-dimensional contours that
are the primary objects of interest. As a result of continuity, each contour either forms a
closed loop or terminates at a boundary [9]. Singularities are located at the isolated points
where the excited and refractory contours intersect.
The excited and refractory contours can be further subdivided into back and front seg-
ments to capture the propagating nature of the system dynamics. Excited fronts and refrac-
tory backs are formed where the respective contours enter regions in the rest state. Excited
backs and refractory fronts are formed in the opposite cases, leading to a total of four seg-
ments types [48]. Propagating waves lead with an excited front that spreads into resting
tissue, and is followed (in order) by a refractory front, an excited back, and finally a refrac-
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Figure 4.15: LEAP pacing with T = 3, p = .8. Cores are efficiently eliminated with
minimal reinitiation.
tory back that connects back to the rest state. Figure 4.16 shows how the contour segments
can be defined in the GH model along cell edges. Since excited and refractory regions can-
not overlap in this discrete model, the excited back and refractory front lie along the same
edge.
Figure 4.16: Organizing topological contours (white, dashed black, and black) defined
along edges between neighboring cells.
Figure 4.17 shows the contours and singularities for an arbitrary fibrillating state and
demonstrates a significant topological feature: each singularity is connected by contour
segment to a singularity of opposite chirality. This is actually a manifestation of conserva-
tion of topological charge [9, 48, 49], which states that spiral core singularities can only be
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created or destroyed in oppositely rotating pairs.
Figure 4.17: Topological contours and singularities plotted for an arbitrary fibrillating state.
White lines are refractory backs, black lines are excited fronts, and dashed black lines are
excited backs/refractory fronts.
In particular, it was recently shown [88] that the necessary condition for eliminating a
pair of singularities is to excite along the refractory back contour joining them. This in-
stantaneously removes the two singularities and converts the reentrant spiral waves into a
transient radially propagating wave. If only part of the joining refractory back contour is
excited, the singularities will in general be transported along it but will not be eliminated.
Sufficiently irregular excitation leads to the creation of entirely new pairs of singularities
via the S1-S2 creation mechanism [61]. Each of these cases is demonstrated in Figure 4.18
for a single pair of connected singularities in the GH model. Successful single-shock defib-
rillation thus requires the excitation of every rest cell adjacent to a refractory back contour
in order to annihilate every pair of singularities. When all rest cells are excited, as in
Figure 4.1, this condition is automatically met without a detailed understanding of the un-
derlying topology. However, the same result can clearly be achieved by shocking a smaller
number of cells.
Excitation of the refractory back contours is also the necessary condition for defibril-
lation in one-dimensional cables. In this geometry, fibrillation is represented by reentrant
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Figure 4.18: Elimination of singularities via contour stimulation. (a) Initial pair of oppo-
sitely rotating singularities joined by all three topological contours. (b) Both singularities
are transported closer together by stimulating continuously along the white refractory back
contour. (c) Stimulating the entire refractory back contour causes the two singularities
to mutually annihilate. (d) Discontinuous stimulus of the refractory back contour from a
shock with p < 1 leads to the creation of several new pairs of singularities.
traveling waves and can be topologically characterized with a global winding number [89,
49]. Figure 4.19 shows the evolution and subsequent defibrillation of a configuration with
initial winding number −2 corresponding to two leftward-traveling waves and a bidirec-
tional wave with zero net winding number. At the fifth time step, the refractory back
contours are stimulated and generate two rightward-traveling waves which then collide and
annihilate with the original waves.
While the topological contour framework clearly dictates the necessary conditions for
defibrillation and explains the success of domain-wide stimulation, it also explains why
low-energy multi-shock defibrillation can fail. If stimulus along the refractory back contour
is not uniform, new pairs of singularities are created as demonstrated in Figure 4.18(d). In
this example, the low-energy shock generated new singularities without removing any of
the originals, leading to a worse state of fibrillation. The vulnerable patterns described in
section 4.2 are a manifestation of this property; each contains refractory back contours that
allow for the stimulated creation of new singularities.
Although defibrillation is traditionally implemented by excitation of tissue (primarily
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Figure 4.19: Defibrillation in a one-dimensional periodic cable. The initial configuration
contains two leftward-traveling waves and a bidirectional wave representing reentrant fib-
rillation. At the marked time step (cross), refractory back contours are stimulated leading
to defibrillation.
due to the asymmetric response of virtual electrodes) rearrangement and annihilation of sin-
gularities has also been shown to be possible by deexciting cells [49, 88]. In fact, because
external stimulus of the GH model is independent of the rules of regular time evolution, ma-
nipulation of singularities is possible by converting any cell state to any other. The result of
each conversion is displayed in Figure 4.20. For example, converting a singularity-adjacent
rest cell to a refractory cell will transport the singularity along the nearby excited front
contour. For a given fibrillating configuration such as that of Figure 4.17, a truly optimal
defibrillating stimulus could be designed by finding the smallest number of cells neces-
sary to convert in order to annihilate every singularity. This essentially amounts to finding
the shortest contour between each pair of singularities and applying the proper conversion
from Figure 4.20 in order to mutually annihilate them. Because singularities are almost
never paired exclusively to one other singularity, this problem becomes quite complex as
the number of singularities increases.
Having described how an exciting stimulus interacts with the topological refractory
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Figure 4.20: Diagram of different state conversions leading to transportation of singularities
along a given contour. Arrows directed between two states represent conversion while
arrow color represents contour the singularity will move along.
back contours to either increase or decrease the number of spiral core singularities, we
now show how these properties can be used to design an optimized pacing scheme. The
goal of a low-energy defibrillating shock is to minimize the number of new singularities
created while maximizing the number that are eliminated. By monitoring the refractory
back contours, shocks can be applied at specific times to achieve this goal.
Our proposed pacing strategy is motivated by the singularity creation mechanism present
in e.g. Figure 4.18(d). In order to completely defibrillate, the refractory back contours join-
ing singularities must be stimulated continuously. Any discontinuities due to the random
profile of LEAP shocking will typically generate new pairs of singularities. In fact, the
probability of successfully annihilating two singularities joined by a contour of length L
is pL = eln (p)L which decreases exponentially with increasing L. In light of this fact,
a topologically motivated strategy is to shock whenever the total length of the refractory
back contours reaches a local minimum. This condition ensures that pairs of singularities
are close together and can be annihilated by exciting only a few consecutive cells. Addi-
tionally, transient refractory cells from previous shocks contribute significantly to the total
contour length. A local minimum in the total length thus indicates that the transients have
fully dissipated, and so a new shock will not create new singularities. Since the tracking
of contours has been successfully demonstrated in both detailed simulation [55] and ex-
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periment [56] using only noisy voltage data, this defibrillation method is also universally
applicable; this reflects the extremely general nature of the topological analysis.
For comparison, we also demonstrate a second pacing strategy that exploits the Markov
formulation of the shock step in terms of the core, vulnerable, and invulnerable patterns. If
C, V , I are the numbers of each type of pattern in a configuration, then the average change
in cores after a shock is given from Equation 4.1 by
∆C = −pC + 2p(1− p)V. (4.7)
A simple greedy defibrillation algorithm then consists of computing ∆C and shocking
when it is negative, i.e. when the shock will, on average, decrease the total number of
cores. While effective, this method is limited to the GH model for which an explicit Markov
representation exists. However, it conveniently constitutes another topologically informed
pacing method that can be compared to fixed-period pacing.
Figure 4.21 shows the steady state fraction of cores for both the Markov and contour
methods compared to the original constant period LEAP. Both methods outperform spiral
period pacing and successfully defibrillate at a lower shock strength.
Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 show the average number of shocks and amount of time,
respectively, for the four most effective methods to completely defibrillate. The Markov
method typically requires more shocks but consistently defibrillates in the shortest time.
The contour method is as effective as period pacing 3 for stronger shock strengths but
significantly outperforms it at lower strengths.
This latter relationship can be understood from Figure 4.24 which shows the relative fre-
quency of time steps between shocks in the contour tracking method. Initially, shocks occur
every three or four steps with similar frequency. By mixing the two timings, the method
outperforms constant period pacing at either individual period. As shock strength grows
and the mean dissipation time decreases, shocking every three steps becomes more favor-
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Figure 4.21: Steady state number of cores in LEAP simulations including Markov and
contour pacing strategies.
able. As shock strength increases further still and the mean dissipation time approaches the
minimum of two steps, three-step shocks begin to be replaced by two-step shocks. This
progression also demonstrates the contour tracking method’s greatest strength: the abil-
ity to adapt to different system parameters automatically. Unlike traditional LEAP, which
needs to be manually optimized to a particular and non-obvious pacing period which varies
with field strength [76], contour tracking is system-independent and can pick out optimal
shock timing on the fly from topological information.
4.6 Conclusions and Open Questions
In this Chapter, we have explored the generic phenomenology of far-field low-energy defib-
rillation using a cellular automaton model of excitable media. Despite its extreme simplic-
ity, this model obeys the same crucial topological rules as more sophisticated continuum
models; fibrillation is produced by the persistence of phase singularities at the cores of spi-
ral waves and ceases only when every pair of singularities is mutually annihilated. From
simulations of periodic low-energy pacing, the origin of an optimal pacing period was
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Figure 4.22: Average number of shocks to reach defibrillation for the four most effective
pacing protocols.
identified as arising from the competition between two spiral creation mechanisms—one
occurring at short period pacing, and one for long. Pacing slowly allows existing spirals
to propagate and produce large vulnerable regions where new singularities may be created.
Pacing faster than the tissue can return to rest from the previous shock results in many
new singularities created along the transient refractory regions. Optimal pacing is achieved
by pacing as soon as the refractory transients have dissipated. While the GH model lacks
many realistic features such as curvature and spiral drift, it reproduces the same exponen-
tial scaling of defibrillation success with refractory boundary length found in continuous
reaction-diffusion models P (success) = e−k L, where the scaling factor k depends on ap-
plied field strength [90]. As such, it captures the fundamental phenomenology of defibril-
lation in a course-grained fashion by embedding details in the shock-strength parameter p
while maintaining the system’s intrinsic topology.
We also demonstrated a novel pacing scheme based on established topological analysis
of spiral wave turbulence. By tracking the topological contours linking singularities and
shocking when their length is short, spiral creation is minimized directly and the resulting
shock timing is consistently optimized. Our simulations suggest that this method outper-
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Figure 4.23: Average time in units of spiral period (four time steps) to reach defibrillation
for the four most effective pacing protocols.
forms traditional fixed-period pacing and defibrillates at a lower shock strength. Most
significantly, the topological nature of this strategy makes implementation in clinical ex-
periment feasible; successful tracking of contours from experimental voltage data has been
demonstrated in previous studies. While it is not possible to image the full 3D electrical
activity of a real heart, the optimized procedure may still be implemented by considering
only 2D surface recordings. Excitation in the bulk of the heart ultimately generates refrac-
tory contours on the outer boundary. Gradual elimination of 3D scroll waves by LEAP is
thus still optimized by considering the length of these boundary contours. One relevant
3D phenomenon not captured by the GH model is filament tension of the reentrant scroll
waves [91]. While positive tension would cause filaments to shrink and increase the prob-
ability of low-energy defibrillation, negative tension may cause filaments to expand and
break, hindering the process [92]. Additionally, moderate resolution surface recordings
would be required to sufficiently capture the activation topology. If localized refractory
regions cannot be properly imaged, timing optimization may become unreliable compared
to traditional fixed-period LEAP pacing.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
In Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, strategies for eliminating persistent cardiac fibrilla-
tion were demonstrated in models of excitable cardiac tissue. Behavior in these models
was characterized topologically, allowing for the location of spiral wave singularities that
maintain fibrillation. Additionally, it was shown how spiral waves could be eliminated by
stimulating along the organizing topological contours. Specifically, excitation of the re-
fractory back joining two spirals was argued to be the minimal perturbation required to
induce mutual annihilation of the corresponding topological singularities. In both single-
shock and multi-shock strategies, these refractory back regions must be targeted (directly
or indirectly) in order to achieve successful defibrillation.
In the discrete cellular automaton model of Chapter 4, it is possible to specify exactly
the regions comprising the refractory back. If and only if that unique set of cells are excited
will the reentrant singularities be instantaneously annihilated. The continuum models, on
the other hand, are quite flexible in their topological specification. A variety of different in-
dicator functions can be used to define the refractory back region, and it is straightforward
to find through trial and error a stimulus strength and thickness that result in consistent
defibrillation. This lack of uniqueness ultimately originates from the ambiguity in assign-
ing an emergent property (namely refractoriness) to a local system state. The same issue
does not arise when assigning a local phase to an extended oscillatory medium. While the
topological indicator function framework is extremely robust in practice, it is still worth
exploring alternative frameworks which could specify exact conditions for defibrillation.
This amounts to shifting from a topological approach to a dynamical systems approach.
Rigorous conditions for defibrillation can be defined by considering the basins of at-
traction of the multispiral fibrillating state and the uniform rest state. In order to defibril-
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late, a perturbation must force the system away from the first stable state and toward the
other. This caricature of excitable media as a bistable system is of course complicated by
the infinite dimensionality of the PDE system; determining the basin of attraction of an
infinite dimensional solution even numerically is an exceedingly difficult task. However,
instructive progress in this direction has been made for some simple examples in excitable
systems. The best studied example is the so-called ignition problem for propagating waves
in one spatial dimension.
In the ignition problem, one attempts to determine the set of initial conditions which
lead to the stable propagating wave solution [93, 94]. Initial conditions that are “too small”
will decay to the uniform rest state. Above a certain threshold, the stable propagating pulse
will form and persist. A key element in the structure of this problem is the so-called slow
wave solution. This additional solution is an unstable traveling wave with a velocity that
is characteristically slower than that of the stable traveling wave [95]. The slow wave acts
as a high-dimensional separatrix dividing the basins of the stable fast wave and uniform
rest states; such a saddle solution must exist for any multistable system. Remarkably, the
slow wave has only a single unstable mode. As a result, the associated one-dimensional
unstable manifold must be traversed in order to cross over from one basin to the other. By
parameterizing this manifold [96, 97], a single coordinate can be introduced which maps
any configuration to a signed “distance” from the slow wave. The sign of this coordinate
then dictates which basin of attraction the configuration lies in. A local approximation of
this calculation was undertaken in [94].
Inversion of the ignition problem (referred to as the quenching problem) can be treated
as a very elementary model of defibrillation. The question of what perturbations to the sta-
ble fast wave cause a transition to the uniform rest state may again be answered rigorously
using the parameterization of the slow wave’s unstable manifold. It is also worth noting that
the fast wave can be considered to have a nonzero topological winding number differenti-
ating it from the uniform rest state [98] and so the similarity of the quenching problem to
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defibrillation is more than superficial. Finally, the parameterization method is well-suited
for optimized control schemes [4] and could in principle be used to determine the mini-
mal spatiotemporal perturbation required to transition from the reentrant fast wave to the
“healthy” rest state. It remains to be seen if such an optimization scheme will reproduce
the topologically motivated strategy of perturbing near the refractory back demonstrated in
Figure 4.19.
The same type of dynamical analysis used in the ignition problem can be applied in
two spatial dimensions to isolated stable spiral wave solutions; as before, a separatrix must
exist to divide the stable spiral from the uniform rest state. While such a saddle solution has
yet to be obtained explicitly, its existence is implicitly identified by the following observa-
tions. When a stable spiral wave is sufficiently close to a no-flux boundary, the interaction
induces a drift in the spiral rotation [99]. At moderate distances, the spiral is repelled
from the boundary. Below a critical distance, however, the spiral becomes attracted to the
boundary until it collides with it and extinguishes [100]. If the spiral was located exactly at
the critical distance separating attraction and repulsion, it would stay perfectly fixed; this
configuration, made periodic by the spiral’s rotation, forms the saddle state. Mirroring this
solution about the boundary produces an equivalent saddle state separating a stable pair of
spirals and their mutual annihilation leading to the uniform rest state. Parameterization of
this saddle state’s unstable manifold could be performed to once again determine the exact
conditions for perturbing the stable spiral state into the stable rest state. Such an analysis
may be more difficult if the saddle state has multiple unstable modes, however.
Although analyzing the organizing saddle states is a promising strategy for simple ex-
amples like individual traveling or spiral waves, it quickly becomes infeasible for complex
states. Complications can arise even in the one-dimensional ignition problem. For exam-
ple, in certain parameter regimes additional saddle states may appear [95]. In both one- and
two-dimensional systems, stable states containing multiple waves exist; how might saddle
solutions be identified for these configurations, and how are they connected to the single-
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wave saddle? Finally, in realistic cardiac models, spirals spontaneously undergo breakup
and annihilation with sufficient irregularity that the fibrillating state eventually extinguishes
on its own [101]. These systems lack saddle solutions entirely, as every configuration lies
in the basin of attraction of the rest state. Perturbing these transiently chaotic states can still
lead to more rapid defibrillation than naturally occurs [102], but how exactly configurations
are organized in terms of their lifetimes is not obvious. Evidently, many open questions re-
main in the dynamical theory of excitable media. Perhaps the most challenging question,
however, is to what extent dynamical organization is governed by topological structure.
The topological arguments used in Chapter 3 of this thesis clearly and unambiguously, if
not quantitatively, explain how dynamical transitions between states may be induced. How





CALCULATION OF THE ORDER PARAMETER FOR CHAPTER 2
Two key observations from the discrete formulation allow us to proceed in calculating the
thermodynamic limit of the order parameter for a given disorder distribution. First, the
steady-state phase of the order parameter is linear in space, i.e. arg(Zj) = αj. Since α is
an arbitrary constant, it can be set to zero. Second, |Zj| is observed to be independent of
j in steady state. We can therefore choose to evaluate Z(x) arbitrarily at x = 0 and set its
phase to zero. Equation 2.15 then simplifies to
∆̇ = ω −M(x) sin ∆,
M(x) = (1− x/2)KR
(A.1)
where R = |Z(0)|.
In the spirit of Kuramoto’s solution to the Kuramoto model [103, 1], we seek stationary
solutions of Equation 2.22 assuming a constant value of R. Oscillators with small disorder
will have their phase entrained to the equilibria of Equation A.1 such that








The remaining oscillators are unsynchronized, and stationarity requires




a∣∣ω −M(x) sin ∆∣∣g(ω),
|ω| > M(x).
(A.3)
with a determined by normalization.
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Combining Equation 2.21, Equation A.2, and Equation A.3 yields a self-consistency
equation for the order parameter:



















































× a∣∣ω −M(|y|) sin ∆∣∣ · a∣∣ω′ −M(|y|) sin ∆′∣∣ .
(A.4)
For even, unimodal g(ω), Equation A.3 admits a symmetry in ∆ and ω that causes the
integrals over ω to vanish and so the unlocked oscillators do not contribute to the order



























Expanding the complex exponentials, the imaginary terms are linear in ω and ω′ respec-
tively and thus vanish upon integration with even g. As a result, both integrands are even
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Taking a change of variables
ω = M(y) sin θ, (A.7)







































MODELS AND PARAMETERS FOR CHAPTER 3
We use the formulation of the FHN model presented in [104] with parameters α = .1,
β = .5, γ = 1, ε = .012, δ = 0, D = .001, domain size L = 6, and grid points
Nx = Ny = 200. Contour and stimulus thresholds are uth = .3, vth = .07, gth = .04. For
the thicker spiral wave in Figure 3.2, β = .2 and ε = .005.
The smoothed Karma model and parameters used in Figure 3.6 are given in [48] though
we increase the smoothing parameter to s = 10. The domain size and grid points are
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